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ABSTRACT

We present an inference engine that can be used for creating Programming By Demonstration systems. The class of systems addressed are those which infer a state change description from examples of state [9,11].

The engine can easily be incorporated into an existing design environment that provides an interactive object editor.

The main design goals of the inference engine are responsiveness and generality. All demonstrational systems must respond quickly because of their interactive use. They should also be general - they should be able to make inferences for any attribute that the user may want to define by demonstration, and they should be able to treat any other attributes as parameters of this definition.

The first goal, responsiveness, is best accommodated by limiting the number of attributes that the inference engine takes into consideration. This, however, is in obvious conflict with the second goal, generality.

This conflict is intrinsic to the class of demonstrational system described above. The challenge is to find an algorithm which responds quickly but does not heuristically limit the number of objects it looks at. We present such an algorithm in this paper.

A companion paper describes Inference Bear [3], an actual demonstrational system that we have built using this inference engine and an existing user interface builder [5].

INTRODUCTION

When one creates an interactive graphical application today, one typically uses an interface builder as the first step. Interface builders are easy to use - they are more like structured drawing editors than programming environments. The much harder part of building a graphical application is specifying the behavior of the user interface - it typically involves writing a textual specification in a scripting or programming language. The formal nature of this process excludes a non-technical audience from specifying behavior. This is unfortunate, especially because most of the desired functionality at the user interface level is simple, such as making user interface elements align, resize, center, appear, change color, and so on.

This problem is well suited for a Programming By Demonstration approach which uses examples of state for inferencing. This is because the users already know how to change the state of the interface using the interface builder. They can then demonstrate how user interface elements are created, deleted and modified in response to run-time events.

Programming By Demonstration is a young discipline which has just recently emerged as a recognized subfield of user interface software [2]. This becomes apparent when one compares the prototypes that have been built - the most striking observation is that each one uses a unique approach and that most are tightly coupled to the domain they were built for.

Separate demonstrational systems for separate tasks are better than none at all, but is there some common ground? Can one build a demonstrational inference engine which can be used for a class of demonstrational systems?

The benefit for the builders of Programming By Demonstration systems would be that they do not have to start from scratch - they can start with the generic inference engine and then tune it later.

Even more importantly, the benefit for users of these demonstrational systems would be that they can rely on a common methodology for demonstrating behavior.

We present such an engine which addresses a subclass of demonstrational systems. This subclass consists of systems that infer a generalized state change description given several examples of state. Existing demonstrational systems that fall into that category are DEMO [11] and the Geometric Interactive Technique Solver [9]. The constraint solver of Chimera [6] roughly falls into this class, but has no notion of time - it uses “valid” states rather than “before” and “after” states.

Demonstrational systems not addressed by our engine include those that use a domain-specific rule base to guess relationships between objects, such as Peridot [8] and Druid [10]. These systems can often infer relationships from a single example.

Other systems that are not addressed are those that automate repetition by watching the user, such as Eager [1] and
Metamouse [7], AIDE (in [2]) is a proposed domain-independent framework for this class of demonstrational system.

**PHILOSOPHY OF THE INFERENCE ENGINE**

Our inference engine is based on the following principles.

- It contains no domain knowledge.
  The design goal of the inference engine is to be useful for a range of application domains. Consequently, we cannot base its inferencing on knowledge about a particular domain. The disadvantage is that we cannot make use of such knowledge to aid the inference process. The advantage is that our engine can be used for many domains. It can also be used at any level of abstraction. For example, it can be used to demonstrate how a dragged object follows the mouse pointer, but it can also be used to demonstrate that the number of employees increases by one if a new employee is hired.

- It does not guess.
  A specialized demonstrational system can incorporate domain knowledge to help it make inferences. For example, Peridot [8] has built-in knowledge about the concepts of centering and aligning. This allows it to guess the user’s intention when they are centering elements, making the system easy to use. Our engine is an experiment on how far we can push a domain-independent demonstrational system without compromising ease of use.

- It finds the simplest possible solution.
  This is again in contrast to rule-based systems which can infer that a new object should be centered between two existing objects even when it is given only a single example. In this case, our engine would infer that the new object is created at the exact location that was given in the single example.

- The solution is guaranteed to be correct.
  Correct here means that the resulting generalized change state description will indeed work for each of the examples you specified. It is not to be confused with “guaranteed to be what you intended” - it is possible that the system will respond with a solution which solves your demonstration in a way that you did not intend. In this case, you have to provide another example which contradicts the solution that the engine has found but is consistent with the desired solution.

- It can infer changes to any attribute.
  The engine can infer assignment of a constant (a.color := “blue”) or assignment from another variable (a.color := b.color) even if it does not know about the type of the attribute. It can make more advanced type-specific inferences if it does (a.x := a.x + 1/2 * a.width).

1. An Artificial Intelligence subfield called “Automatic Programming” failed precisely because it tried to infer arbitrary programs from examples of input and output.

- It is extensible.
  The engine comes with three predefined inference types, strings, integer and boolean variables. Inference types test when a variable can be computed from other variables. For example, a string variable may be computed by concatenating two other string variables, a boolean variable may be computed as the logical negation of another boolean variable, and so on.

Other inference types can be easily added. For example, you can define a “color” type by providing code that describes how a color variable can be computed from other color variables.

**TERMINOLOGY**

The input to the inference engine consists of one demonstration. A demonstration can consist of a single example for simple behavior or two or more examples for more complex behavior. An example consists of a Before snapshot, a parameterized event, and an After snapshot. The event is the “stimulus”, the After snapshot the “response” in the terminology of [11] (the Before snapshot provides context).

The inference engine generalizes from the examples and returns a script. A script describes a change of state triggered by an event. Scripts can create, delete and change objects. A script is said to solve a demonstration if it transforms each of its Before snapshots to the corresponding After snapshots.

**COORDINATE SYSTEM**

We use a simple pixel-based coordinate system to describe the location and size of user interface elements (rather than a resolution-independent coordinate system such as constraints). The rationale is to not limit the use of our inference engine to the few interface builders that support resolution independence. Using a pixel-based coordinate system is the lowest common denominator - all interface builders we are familiar with can export object information using pixel coordinates.

**OBJECTS, EVENTS AND SCRIPTS**

The inference engine is based on the abstract data types Object, Event and Script. The environment making use of our engine may or may not be based on these elements. If it is not, it maps its objects and events into this format, hands them to the inference engine, and then translates the resulting script into its native language.

**Objects**

Objects are a collection of attributes. Attributes of an object have a name, a type, and zero or more values.

Object {
  Height: <Integer> 140
  Selected: <Boolean> 1
  Type: <String> Container
  Width: <Integer> 260
  X: <Integer> 33
  Y: <Integer> 32
  children: <String> OnButton OffButton
  mapped: <Boolean> 1
}
The demonstration consists of one or more examples (two here).

Example 1

Before: Object {
  <String> Name b
  <Integer> X 100
  <Integer> Width 80
}

Event: b.pressed()

After: Object {
  <String> Name b
  <Integer> X 180
  <Integer> Width 80
}

Example 2

Before: Object {
  <String> Name b
  <Integer> X 250
  <Integer> Width 120
}

Event: b.pressed()

After: Object {
  <String> Name b
  <Integer> X 370
  <Integer> Width 120
}

The output of the compactor contains just the variables that changed between the snapshots.

Source Variables:
- Integer b.X [100 250]
- Integer b.Width [80 120]

Target Variables:
- Integer b.X [180 370]

on b.pressed() {
  b.X := b.X + b.Width
}

Inferencing - the search for relationships between variables - is inherently expensive. The Compactor eliminates irrelevant information so that the computationally much more expensive Inferencer is given the least possible information. In that way, inferencing is efficient even for user interfaces

Figure 1. An Introductory Example.

INTRODUCTORY EXAMPLE

Figure 1 shows a small but complete example of the inferencing process. The user has given two examples of a button moving one button length to its right in response to clicking on it.

The inferencing is done in two stages. In the first phase, the “Compactor” reduces the amount of objects and attributes that the inferencing process has to be concerned with. This is done by eliminating all objects and attributes which remain constant in the examples. The result of the Compactor is a list of “source” variables and a list of “target” variables. Source variables are potential parameters of a solution. The compactor identifies attributes as source variables if they change between any two Before snapshots.

Target variables are the variables that have to be solved. The compactor identifies attributes as target variables if they change from any Before snapshot to a corresponding After snapshot.

The source and target variables are the input of the “Inferencer” which tries to derive each target variable from the source variables and from constant values. If it succeeds, it produces a script which contains an assignment for each target variable.

Inferencing - the search for relationships between variables - is inherently expensive. The Compactor eliminates irrelevant information so that the computationally much more expensive Inferencer is given the least possible information. In that way, inferencing is efficient even for user interfaces.
which contain many objects. In this example, there could be many other buttons besides the one for which functionality is demonstrated but the input to the inferencer would remain the same if the other buttons are not touched during the demonstration.

THE COMPACTOR

There are two ways to find out which variables changed between snapshots.

Ideally, the interface builder allows us to be notified of each individual change that the user makes when preparing the snapshots. In this case, we can directly find out about changes between snapshots, which would make the Compactor obsolete.

Unfortunately, many interface builders do not allow external access to individual modification events. However, all of them are able to export information about the complete current state - the lowest common denominator is a file format for storing and retrieving designs. The Compactor efficiently recovers what the user has changed between snapshots from these complete states.

Source variables are those that changed between any two Before snapshots. Source variables take their values from the Before snapshots. The Compactor identifies them by the following process.

It first constructs a vector of values for each attribute. This attribute becomes a source variable if the vector’s minimum value is not approximately equal to the vector’s maximum value. “Approximately equal” is defined for each type of attribute. By default, strings are required to be exactly equal but screen coordinates are allowed to differ by up to fifteen pixels.

In Figure 1, the value vector of attribute X is [100 250] in the Before snapshots. It becomes a source variable because 100 is not approximately equal to 250. The attribute Name does not become a source variable because the elements of its value vector, [b b], are approximately equal.

Identifying source variables is linear in the number of attributes in the Before snapshots assuming that accessing attributes by name takes constant time (hash-based access).

No attribute can become a source variable if the demonstration consists of a single example because a single value is always approximately equal to itself. This is intended - there is no point in designating source variables because the Inferencer, described below, will always solve single-example demonstrations by assigning constant values to the target variables.

Target variables are those that change from any Before snapshot to a corresponding After snapshot. These variables take their values from the After snapshots. The Compactor constructs target variables in two phases - it first identifies target variables and then collects their values.

The Compactor identifies attributes as target variables by comparing the value of each attribute in a Before snapshot to its value in the corresponding After snapshot. The attribute is added to the target variable list if the two values are not (exactly) equal. The Compactor constructs the value vectors once all target variables have been identified.

In Figure 1, the attribute X becomes a target variable because its value changes from a Before to a corresponding After snapshot. For example, it changes from 100 to 180 in the first example. Attribute Width does not become a target variable because it never changes its value in response to an event. It remains 80 in the first example and 120 in the second example.

THE INFERENCER

The Inferencer is the component which relates target variables to source variables.

The Inferencer first groups the source and target variables by type. It then tests each target variable against unordered sets of source variables of the same type. A single such test checks if the target variable can be computed from a combination of the source variables. These tests are specific for each inference type. The Inferencer itself does not contain any knowledge about types, it simply calls the test that is supplied by the inference type.

The size of the sets increases over time. Testing ends if (1) a test succeeds, (2) the target variable has been tested against all unordered sets, or (3) a type-specific limit on set sizes is reached.

In the demonstration of Figure 1, the Inferencer first tests the target variable b.X against the empty source variable set. A test against an empty set succeeds if the target variable can be solved by a constant (e.g. b.X := 100), which is not the case here. The Inferencer then tests against the single-member sets {b.X} and {b.Width}. These tests also fail here. The test against the set {b.X, b.Width} succeeds as shown in Figure 1.

PLUG-IN INFEERENCE TYPES

The code which tests a target variable against a set of source variables is provided by the inference type. The engine comes with three common types: integers, booleans, and strings. The inference engine allows plugging in of additional inference types.

Defining an additional inference type is easy - all you have to do is subclass from the generic inference type by providing a new type name and a routine that tests when a target variable of that type can be computed from a set of source variables. We present one type in more detail.

THE INTEGER INFERENCE TYPE

A standard integer inference type comes with the engine. You can either use it for all variables of numeric type or you can create more specialized types such as “temperature” and “screen coordinate” by further subclassing from the integer type. By distinguishing between those integer types, the engine will not draw inferences that combine their values.

The standard integer type can derive a target variable from a linear combination of source variables. That is, given target variable t and source variables s1 to sn it can determine the
relationship \( t = c_1 s_1 + c_2 s_2 + \ldots + c_n s_n + c_0 \) given \( n+1 \) substantially different examples.\(^1\)

The algorithm that tests integer target variables against source variables works as follows. If the set of source variables is empty, the algorithm computes the arithmetic mean of the values of the target variable and tests if this constant is a solution.

For example, if the target variable has the values \([18 17 22]\) in a three-example demonstration, the algorithm computes the arithmetic mean, \(19\), and then tests if the vector \([18 17 22]\) is approximately equal to \([19 19 19]\). If it is, the algorithm has solved the target variable \( (t := 19) \).

If the set of source variables is not empty, the algorithm constructs a matrix and a vector that can then be solved by Gaussian elimination. Assume there are \( n \) source variables \( s_1 \ldots s_n \). If there are less than \( n \) examples, the test fails. If there are exactly \( n \) examples, the algorithm tries to derive the target variable from the source variables without an additive constant \( (t = c_1 s_1 + \ldots + c_n s_n) \). If there are more than \( n \) examples it tries to solve the general case \( (t = c_1 s_1 + c_2 s_2 + \ldots + c_n s_n + c_0) \).

This is again best explained through examples.

**Example 1**

Consider the introductory example of Figure 1, where the variables are as follows.

**Source Variables:**
- Integer \( b \cdot X [100 250] \)
- Integer \( b \cdot Width [80 120] \)

**Target Variables:**
- Integer \( b \cdot X [180 370] \)

The algorithm takes these examples and constructs the following matrix. The columns of the matrix correspond to the values of the source variables \( (b \cdot X \) and \( b \cdot Width \) here), respectively. The vector is made up from the values of the target variable that we are trying to solve \( (b \cdot X \) here).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
100 & 80 \\
250 & 120
\end{bmatrix}
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{b.x} \\
\text{b.width}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix} 180 \\ 370 \end{bmatrix}
\]

Standard Gaussian elimination can then be used to solve this set of equations.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
\text{b.x} \\
\text{b.width}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}
\]

That is, we have found a relation between the target variable and the source variables, namely

\( b \cdot X \leftarrow 1 \cdot b \cdot X + 1 \cdot b \cdot Width \)

The inference engine then checks if this is indeed a solution by re-substitution\(^2\). A simplifier brings the solution to its final form, \( b \cdot X \leftarrow b \cdot X + b \cdot Width \).

All examples in this paper use demonstrations which can be solved exactly for the sake of simplicity. We discuss later how we use snapping to deal with approximate solutions such as “\( b \cdot X = 1.03, b \cdot width = 0.98 \)”

In the previous example, there were no redundant examples (“bad examples”), and there were only \( n \) examples for \( n \) variables. The following example shows how the algorithm constructs the matrix in a more general case.

**Example 2**

In this example, assume that the user has given several demonstrations that center interface object \( b \) between objects \( a \) and \( c \) by moving \( b \) (rather than resizing \( b \)). Figure 2 shows the variables relevant to the demonstration. The formula for \( b \cdot x \) which centers \( b \) in this way is shown below.

\[
b \cdot x \leftarrow a \cdot x + a \cdot w + \frac{1}{2} (c \cdot x - (a \cdot x + a \cdot w)) - \frac{1}{2} b \cdot w
\]

![Figure 2. Centering Elements.](image)

\(^1\) “Substantially different” is synonymous with “linearly independent” for the integer inference type.

\(^2\) Re-substitution would not be necessary if the exact solution is used, of course. However, we also use re-substitution to test if a “snapped” version of the solution will do as explained later.
Let us assume that the demonstration consists of seven examples as shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example:</th>
<th>1.</th>
<th>2.</th>
<th>3.</th>
<th>4.</th>
<th>5.</th>
<th>6.</th>
<th>7.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>source variable a.w</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source variable a.x</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source variable b.w</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>source variable c.x</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>target variable b.x</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Example values.

If we have more examples than needed, which ones should we select? Ideally, we want to use the most “unique” examples. Seen from a demonstrational standpoint, one intuitively feels that using identical examples will not give the inference engine more useful information. Seen from a “math” standpoint, one does not want to have rows in the matrix that are nearly identical because that increases the likelihood that one row is linearly dependent on the others (that the augmented matrix is unsolvable).

We use the following method to select examples that will be used in the matrix. We define the distance between two examples as the count of source variables that are not approximately equal between them. We define the uniqueness of an example as the sum of its distances to the other examples. The distance between the first and second example in Table 1 is one because c.x is the only source variable with a differing value. The distance between the first and fifth example is four because all four source variables differ between them. The uniqueness can be defined and computed for other inference types in the same way.

Thus, we select examples two through six to construct the matrix below. In this demonstration, we have more examples than source variables which allows us to add the row of ones which tests for a constant offset (e.g. p.x := q.x + 100).

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
200 & 200 & 100 & 600 & 1 \\
100 & 200 & 200 & 800 & 1 \\
100 & 0 & 200 & 800 & 1 \\
50 & 0 & 50 & 150 & 1 \\
100 & 100 & 50 & 300 & 1
\end{bmatrix}
\times
\begin{bmatrix}
a.w \\
a.x \\
b.w \\
c.x \\
\text{const}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
450 \\
450 \\
350 \\
75 \\
225
\end{bmatrix}
\]

Solving the matrix returns

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
a.w \\
a.x \\
b.w \\
c.x \\
\text{const}
\end{bmatrix}
= \begin{bmatrix}
0.50 \\
0.50 \\
-0.50 \\
0.50 \\
0
\end{bmatrix}
\]

which results in the following derivation after running it through the simplifier. The formula indeed centers b such that it has equidistant edges to a and c.

\[
b.x \leftarrow \frac{1}{2} a.w + \frac{1}{2} a.x - \frac{1}{2} b.w + \frac{1}{2} c.x
\]

DYNAMIC OBJECT CREATION AND DELETION

So far, we have presented how the inference engine deals with single attributes by computing their value from other attributes. In this section, we explain how it deals with the run-time creation and deletion of objects.

After each demonstration, the engine first looks for objects that have been deleted, then for objects that have been created, and finally for relationships between single attributes as discussed above.

If an object has consistently been deleted from the Before snapshots it puts a Delete statement in the resulting script (“o.delete()”). If an object has been created in all examples, the engine puts a Create statement in the resulting script (“object o = prototype.copy()”).

The inference algorithm deals with object creations by using prototype objects. That is, when a new object is created it is in fact copied from an existing (but often invisible) prototype object. Attributes of the newly created object can then be computed using the single-attribute inference mechanism. For example, it can be demonstrated that a newly created object should appear at the center of its layout parent.

By default, an object can serve as a prototype if it is of the same type as the newly created object, and if no more than ten attributes differ between them. If multiple prototypes qualify the algorithm chooses the one with the fewest differing attributes. If there is no such prototype for the new object the inference engine will automatically create one. This is done by permanently copying the new object into the upper left corner of its parent and by making it invisible. It can then serve as a prototype for this object and for others.

1. There is actually a superior selection method for the integer inference type. This method consists of adding vectors to a new matrix one by one, making sure that every new vector is linearly independent from the ones already there. We present the above method because it can be used for all inference types, not just for integers.
SNAPPING

The numerical examples above all use equations that can be solved exactly. This will rarely be the case in actual demonstrations where raw solutions often read “b.x := 1.03*b.x + 0.48*b.width + 3.1” when the user intended “b.x := b.x + 1/2*b.width”.

We deal with these cases by first trying if the non-constant factors can be snapped to halves and the constant factor snapped to zero (which is the case in the example above). We then try snapping the non-constant factors to halves and rounding the constant factor. If both these snapped versions of the solution fail we use the original solution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>First Try</th>
<th>Second Try</th>
<th>Third Try</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

INTEGRATION WITH THE INTERFACE BUILDER

Most interface builders contain an interpreted scripting language which allows testing behavior without going through an edit-compile-link cycle. If the interface builder provides such a language the engine’s inferred scripts can be made executable by simply translating them into the builder’s native language. If the interface builder does not provide such a language one has to write a small interpreter which interprets the inference engine’s scripts (so that one can interactively test the engine’s inferences).

FUTURE WORK

An important shortcoming of the current engine is that it can only refer to objects by absolute name but not based on the attributes of that object. That is, it can infer a script like “obj3.width := 50; obj7.width := 50” but it cannot infer “(*.width>50).width := 50”. We are currently exploring several inferencing alternatives.

Many other improvements can also be made. It is our hope that others will use and contribute to the engine.

IMPLEMENTATION

The inference engine is written in C++. It is fully implemented as described and consists of approximately 5000 lines of code. The engine is freely available for academic purposes (contact the first author).

CONCLUSION

The main difference between our inference engine and most existing demonstrational systems is that our engine does not make use of domain knowledge. The Compactor seems to be a viable alternative to using domain knowledge for reducing the amount of computation. The Inferencer can uncover linear relationships including many common ones such as aligning and centering without having domain knowledge about those special relationships. Overall, we feel that it is possible to separate the inferencing component from the presentation component of a demonstrational system, and that this separation has many benefits including increased generality and portability.
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